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ARCHEOLOGY & ANCIENT NEAR EAST


- **Dead Sea Scrolls Slide Set**. Biblical Archaeology Society. 1993. 119pp. Slide set of the dead sea scrolls in a white box. Some staining on the lid of the box. Slides are in excellent condition. $22 [449897]


Binford, Lewis R.. **In Pursuit of the Past: Decoding the Archaeological Record**. Thames & Hudson. 1983. Hardcover with dust jacket. 256pp. 147 illustrations. VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly edge worn and chipped. Some pieces missing along edges. Else good. $15 [452679]


Cryer, Frederick H. and Thomas L. Thompson.  __Qumran Between the Old and New Testaments [JSOT, Supplement Series 290]___.  Sheffield Academic Press.  1998.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  398pp.  Dust jacket is slightly worn and scuffed. Ex-library. Dust jacket has been sliced so that library markings show. One part of the slice is creased and bent.  $22 [453954]


De Harlez, Ch. .  __Le Muséon Revue D'Études Orientales, Tome 119 - Fasc. 1-2___.  Louvain-La-Neuve.  2006.  Paperback.  242pp.  Almost all edges of leaves are uncut. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners of wrappers. Else good.  $11 [449810]

Driver, G. R..  __The Judaean Scrolls: The Problem and a Solution__.  Basil Blackwell.  1965.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  624pp.  VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly edge worn and scuffed. Some chipping along edges and corners.  $18 [449840]


Fischer, Henry George.  __Varia [Egyptian Studies I]___.  Metropolitan Museum of Art.  1976.  Hardcover, no dust jacket..  126pp.  Very good. From the personal of library of E.P. Sanders (his blind stamp on title page). Another previous owner's name is written on ffep.  $37 [453988]

Fritz, Volkmar.  __Einführung in die Biblische Archäologie__.  Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft.  1985.  Paperback.  231pp.  FFEP is torn out and not present. Wrappers are slightly worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Discolored along spine. Else good.  $10 [452640]


Haiman, Mordechai.  __Map of Mizpé Ramon Southwest (200) [Archaeological Survey of Israel]__.  Israel Antiquities Authority. 1991. Paperback. 151pp. Wrappers are edge worn and starting to curl. Some yellowing around edges of wrappers. Includes a pocket of maps. Else good.  $37  [449236]


Knudtzon, J. A.; Otto Weber and Erich Ebeling, Eds. .  __Die El-Amarna-Tafeln Mit Einleitung und Erläuterungen, 2 Vols. [Vorderasiatische Bibliothek]__.  Otto Zeller Verlagsbuchhandlung. 1964. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 1007; 607pp. 2 volumes. Volume 1 is in German and Assyrian-Babylonian on alternate leaves. Volume 2 is in German. Includes notes and register. Ex-library with some foxing. Library markings on spines, FFEPS and title pages. Some of the markings on the title pages overlap the text. Shaken, but boards are firmly attached. Boards are worn and scuffed. Some slight curling at spine edges. Spines are faded, as are outer edges of boards.  $100  [451147]


Magness, Jodi.  __The Archaeology of Qumran and the Dead Sea Scrolls__.  Eerdmans. 2003. Paperback. 238pp. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. Some curling at corners and edges. Else good.  $5  [449784]


Martínez, Florentino García and Julio Trebolle Barrera. __The People of the Dead Sea Scrolls__. Brill. 1995. Paperback. 269pp. Ink markings very sparse on just a few pages. Wrappers are slightly worn and scuffed with curling along edges and corners. Else good. $19 [452635]

Martínez, Florentino García, Annette Steudel and Eibert Tigchelaar, Eds. __From 4QMMT to Resurrection: Mélanges Qumraniens en Hommage à Émile Puech__. Brill. 2006. Hardcover with dust jacket. 375pp. Ex-library. Dust jacket is sliced, and some large pieces are missing. Some curling along edges and corners of dust jackets. Else good. $77 [451852]


**BIBLES**


_The Holy Bible Containing the Old and New Testaments (Contains Genesis through Esther ONLY)_. Cambridge University Press. 1885. Full leather. 1146pp. Contains Genesis through Esther ONLY. Ex-library. Full leather binding with raised bands. Gold gilt borders around FFEPs and paste down papers. Leather is rubbed and chipping along all edges; particularly at corners. Overall, this is a nice copy in good condition. $27 [451048]


BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION


Clark, Kenneth W. _Eight American Praxapostoloi_. University of Chicago Press. 1941. Hardcover with dust jacket. 204pp. Text is in English and Greek. Dust jacket is chipped and missing pieces around all edges. Some small holes in dust jacket. Rubbed and worn. Discolored. $11 [453993]


Evans, G. R. __The Language and Logic of the Bible: The Earlier Middle Ages__. Cambridge University Press. 1996. Paperback. 199pp. Wrappers are worn and scuffed all over. Some curling along edges and corners. Else good. $20 [444083]


Jennings, Louis B. __The Bibliography and Biography of Shirley Jackson Case__. University of Chicago Press. 1949. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 39pp. From the personal library of Leander E. Keck, signed by him. Boards are worn and scuffed. Some chipping along edges and corners. Some chipping along edges. Boards and leaves are foxed. $5 [449903]


CHURCH HISTORY


.  __Quinti Septimi Florentis Tertulliani Opera, Pars II: Opera Montanistica [Corpus Christianorurn, Series Latina]__.  Typographi Brepols Editores Pontificii.  1954. Hardcover, no dust jacket..  899pp. Shaken. Boards are slightly edge worn and bumped. Else good. $67 [453022]


Bellenger, Dominic Aidan, Ed. __Opening the Scrolls: Essays in Catholic History in Honour of Godfrey Anstruther__. Downside Abbey Trustees. 1987. Hardcover with dust jacket. 255pp. Ex-library. Dust jacket has been sliced so that library markings show. Some curling along edges and corners of dust jacket. Else good. $5 [453092]


Blumenthal, Uta-Renate. __The Investiture Controversy: Church and Monarchy From the Ninth to the Twelfth Century__. University of Pennsylvania Press. 1991. Paperback. 191pp. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Ink markings throughout. $8 [449674]


Boureau, Alain. __The Myth of Pope Joan__. University of Chicago Press. 2001. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 385pp. Ex-library. Some bumps in front board, appears to be bite marks, but does not puncture all the way through. Else good. $5 [453862]


Brauer, Jerald C., Ed. __Religion and the American Revolution__. Fortress. 1976. Paperback. 73pp. From the personal library of Geoffrey Wainwright, signed by him. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. Some curling at corners and edges. Corners are bumped. Else good. $5 [449285]


Brown, Stewart J. and David W. Miller, Eds. __Piety and Power in Ireland, 1760-1960: Essays in Honour of Emmet Larkin__. University of Notre Dame Press. 2000. Hardcover with dust jacket. 304pp. G/G. Ex-library. Dust jacket has been sliced and some pieces have been cut out. $11 [451738]


Chamberlain, Jeffrey S. **Accommodating High Churchmen: The Clergy of Sussex, 1700-1745**. University of Illinois Press. 1997. Hardcover with dust jacket. 192pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly edge worn with some curling. Else good. $20 [452557]

Chastel, Étienne. **Histoire du Christianisme Depuis Son Origine Jusqu'a Nos Jours, 5 Vols.** Paris: G. Fischbacher. 1881. Quarter leather. 5 vols. 5 volumes. Quarter leather (spines and corners), with gold gilt along spines. Fore-edges of leaves are marbled. Leather is scuffed along all spines and corners. Edges of spines are chipped and missing very small pieces. Leather is orange due to age; but books have been cleaned. Some curling at corners. Ex-library, with markers on spines and paste down end pages. Some scuffing of boards. Overall, this set is in good condition; especially considering the age of the book. $97 [451151]


Dansette, Adrien.  _Religious History of Modern France, 2 Vols_.  Herder.  1961.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  2 volspp.  Shaken. Dust jackets are badly damaged and chipped. Pieces are missing along all edges. Rubbered dust jacket.   $16  [452626]


Dyer, Thomas H.. __The Life of John Calvin. Compiled From Authentic Sources, and Particularly From His Correspondence__. Harper & Brothers. 1850. Hardcover, no dust jacket.. 458pp. Foxed throughout. Ex-library. Boards are very edge worn and chipped. Some pieces missing along all edges. Spine and outer edges are faded. $12 [452774]


Freston, Paul. __Evangelicals and Politics in Asia, Africa and Latin America__. Cambridge University Press. 2001. Hardcover with dust jacket. 344pp. Ex-library. Dust jacket has been sliced so that library markings show. $47 [453358]


Goff, James R., Jr. __Fields White Unto Harvest: Charles F. Parham and the Missionary Origins of Pentecostalism__. University of Arkansas Press. 1988. Hardcover with dust jacket. 263pp. Ex-library. Dust jacket has been sliced, and is missing some large pieces. $11 [451748]


Hanson, R. P. C. _Allegory and Event: A Study of the Sources and Significance of Origen's Interpretation of Scripture_. John Knox Press. 1959. Hardcover with dust jacket. 400pp. Dust jacket is edge worn and chipped. Some curling along all edges and corners. Badly foxed dust jacket with foxing throughout. Paste down and free end papers are badly foxed. $27 [451948]


Harvey, Susan Ashbrook. _Scenting Salvation: Ancient Christianity and the Olfactory Imagination_. University of California Press. 2006. Hardcover with dust jacket. 421pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is sliced and missing some large pieces. $37 [452318]

Hill, Charles Leander. _The Loci Communes of Philip Melanchthon (Second Printing)_ . Meador Publishing Co. 1944. Hardcover with dust jacket. 274pp. Dust jacket is BADLY chipped and torn. Entire front edge of dust jacket is torn, but pieces are still present, just not attached. Some staining on spine of dust jacket. Faded and worn. Boards are edge worn and rubbed as well. Else good. $16 [452194]


Hughes, Philip. __The Reformation in England, 3 Vols___. Hollis & Carter. 1952. Hardcover with/out dust jacket. 3 volspp. 3 volumes. Ex-library. Black and white plates throughout. Volume 1 has a dust jacket; volumes 2 and 3 do not. Dust jacket is badly chipped and torn. Some small pieces are missing. Volumes 2 and 3 are very worn, scuffed and curling at spine edges. Some splitting at spine edges. $47 [451029]


Hyma, Albert. __Luther's Theological Development From Erfurt to Augsburg [Landmarks in History]__. AMS. 1971. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 90pp. Very light and infrequent ink markings. Ex-library. $10 [453006]


Kempf, Friedrich, Hans-Georg Beck, Eugen Ewig and Josef Andreas Jungman. __The Church in the Age of Feudalism [Handbook of Church History, Vol. III]__. Herder & Herder. 1969. Hardcover with dust jacket. 574pp. Dust jacket, boards, and leaves at gutter are damp stained. It's not very visible, and is not musty. Some curling along edges and corners of dust jacket. $47 [449477]


Latourette, Kenneth Scott. __A History of the Expansion of Christianity, 7 Volumes__. Harper & Brothers. 1937. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 7 volspp. 7 volumes. Volumes have previous owner name on FFEPs. Slightly shaken. All volumes are worn and scuffed. Board edges are worn and scuffed. Some curling along corners. Spine edges are starting to split and curl. Volume 7 is bumped at spines. Foxed throughout. Subtitles are as follows: Vol. 1 is The First Five Centuries. 2 is The Thousand Years of Uncertainty. 3 is The Centuries of Advance. 4 is The Great Century, Europe and United States. 5 is The Great Century, Americas, Australasia and Africa. 6 is The Great Century, Northern Africa and Asia. 7 is Advance Through the Storm. $57 [451144]
Lea, Henry Charles. __A History of Auricular Confession and Indulgences in the Latin Church, 3 Vols.__. Lea Brothers & Co. 1896. Hardcover, no dust jacket.. 3 volspp. 3 Volumes. Weak hinges on all volumes. Vol. 3 is detached at front hinge, but still attached at back hinge. Boards are worn and scuffed. Some curling and fraying along edges and corners. Ex-library. $60 [451021]


Marison, Fiscar. __City of God, 4 vols. (Second Complete Edition)__. Catholic Information Service of New Mexico. 1902. Hardcover with dust jacket. 4 volspp. 4 volumes. Dust jacket is slightly edge worn and scuffed. Some small chips along edges. Dust jackets are a thick clear plastic cover that have been taped in. The tape has caused bad staining on the paste down and free end papers. Some curling at corners and edges of boards. $47 [451038]


Melia, Pius, Ed. and Collected by. __The Origin Persecutions and Doctrines of the Waldenses From Documents__. AMS. 1978. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 138pp. Ex-library. Boards are slightly edge worn with some curling at corners. Else good. $27 [453353]


Miller, Perry. __Errand Into the Wilderness__. Harvard University Press. 1978. Paperback. 244pp. Wrappers are slightly worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Else good. $5 [452836]

Miller, Robert. __John Knox and the Town Council of Edinburgh: With a Chapter on the So-Called John Knox's House__. Andrew Elliot. 1898. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 175pp. Front board has an ink stain. Ex-library. Boards are worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Spine is very faded. $27 [452879]


Pelikan, Jaroslav. __Jesus Through the Centuries: His Place in the History of Culture__. Yale University Press. 1985. Hardcover with dust jacket. 270pp. Foxed around edges of leaves. Dust jacket is edge worn and scuffed. Foxed around edges of leaves and dust jacket. Some chipping around edges. $5 [449665]


Perez de Ribas, Andres. __My Life Among the Savage Nations of New Spain__. Ward Ritchie Press. 1968. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 256pp. Ex-library; a center crease extends along the length of spine cloth. Good otherwise. $20 [453285]

[Pescheck, Ch. A.]. __The Reformation and Anti-Reformation in Bohemia, 2 Vols.__. Houlston & Stoneman. 1845. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 2 volspp. 2 volumes. Slightly foxed. Ex-library. Boards are worn and scuffed. Edges are bumped and curling. Spine is curling at edges. $77 [452875]


Poulet, Dom Charles. __A History of the Catholic Church, 2 Vols__. B. Herder Book Co. 1934. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 2 vols. 2 volumes. Ink markings and underlining throughout. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Spine edges are splitting and worn. $16 [449503]


Saussaye, Chantepie De La; Alfred Bertholet and Edvard Lehmann, Eds.  __Lehrbuch der Religionsgeschichte, 2 Vols__.  J. C. B. Mohr.  1925. Hardcover, no dust jacket.  2 volspp.  Boards are slightly worn and scuffed. Some edge wear. Corners are curling and worn. Cloth spines are gently worn. Faded and discolored around edges.  $47  [451063]


Sericoli, P. Cherubinus. __Immaculata B. M. Virginis Conceptio Iuxta Xysti IV Constitutiones [Bibliotheca Mariana Medii Aevi, Textus et Disquisitiones; Collectio Edita Cura Instituti Theologici Makarskensis (Croatia)]__. Sibenici. 1945. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 172pp. Ex-library. Boards are worn and scuffed. Some curling at edges. Spine is discolored. $22 [449791]


Slack, Kenneth. __George Bell [SCM Book Club 204]__. SCM Press. 1971. Paperback. 126pp. Signed by author. From the personal library of Geoffrey Wainwright, with his library stamp inside. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Spine is scuffed and worn. $5 [449877]

Smith, Mary Lorraine, Ed. and Selected by. __Historic Churches of the South: A Collection of Articles Published in Holland's The Magazine of the South__. Tupper & Love. 1952. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 125pp. Ex-library. Edges of boards are rubbed and worn. Cracked spine at half title; appears to have been repaired. $5 [453149]


Stevenson, J., Ed. __A New Eusebius: Documents Illustrative of the History of the Church to A.D. 337__. S. P. C. K. 1968. Paperback. 427pp. Wrappers are very worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Spine is badly creased, with some cracking of spine inside. Wrappers are foxed. $5 [451345]


Sykes, Norman. __The Crisis of the Reformation__. Geoffrey Bles. 1958. Hardcover with dust jacket. 122pp. From the personal library of Geoffrey Wainwright. Dust jacket is edge worn and chipped. Some tears along edges and corners. Small chips along all edges. Ink and underlining markings throughout. Front board is bowed. $5 [449923]


Todd, John M. __Martin Luther: A Biographical Study__. Burns & Oates. 1964. Hardcover with dust jacket. 290pp. Ink markings and underlining through the introduction only; none after. Dust jacket is edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Discolored around edges of wrappers. Else good. $5 [449518]
Van Lennep, A. O. and A. F. Schauffler. __The Growth of Christianity During Nineteen Centuries Exhibited in a Series of Charts and Numerical Tables__. Anson D. F. Randolph & Co.. 1884. Hardcover, no dust jacket.. 13pp. Ex-library, hinges have been repaired, but are cracked now. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Some fraying along edges and corners. Corners are bumped. BFEP is detached, but present.  $16 [449934]


Williams, Glanmor, William Jacob, Nigel Yates and Frances Knight.  __The Welsh Church From Reformation to Disestablishment, 1603-1920__.  University of Wales Press.  2007. Hardcover with dust jacket.  414pp.  Sliced dust jacket with some pieces missing. Ex-library.  $37  [451786]

Workman, Rev. Dr. and Dr. H. K. Carroll intro..  __Proceedings of the Fifth Ecumenical Methodist Conference (London, 1921)__.  Methodist Book Concern.  1921.  Hardcover, no dust jacket..  449pp.  Ex-lib, light foxing, else clean and crisp.  $11  [453989]

Wylie, J. A..  __Tear-Centenary of the Scottish Reformation, As Commemorated at Edinburgh, August 1860__.  John Maclaren.  1860.  Hardcover, no dust jacket..  343pp.  Ex-library with foxing throughout. Boards are worn, scuffed and rubbed. Edges and corners are curling and bumped. Spine edges are damaged and chipped.  $47  [452880]


CLASSICS


Apuleius; Sarah Ruden, Translated by.  __The Golden Ass__.  Yale University Press.  2011. Hardcover with dust jacket.  272pp.  VG/G. Dust jacket is worn and scuffed all over. Some curling along edges and corners. Else good.  $13  [445083]


Dando-Collins, Stephen. _The Great Fire of Rome: The Fall of the Emperor Nero and His City_. Da Capo Press. 2010. Hardcover with dust jacket. 263pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly worn and scuffed. Else good. $5 [444035]

Dawe, R. D. _The Collation and Investigation of Manuscripts of Aeschylus_. Cambridge University Press. 1964. Hardcover with dust jacket. 352pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly chipped along edges with some small pieces missing. Dust jacket is worn and scuffed. $42 [452563]


Garnsey, Peter and Richard Saller. _The Roman Empire: Economy, Society and Culture_. Duckworth. 1987. Paperback. 231pp. From the personal library of E. P. Sanders, with his library stamp inside. Wrappers are slightly edge worn and scuffed. Some fading around edges and corners of wrappers. Some curling along corners. Else good. $5 [452401]


Levick, Barbara. __Vespasian__. Routledge. 1999. Hardcover with dust jacket. 310pp. VG/G. From the personal library of E. P. Sanders, with his library stamp inside. Dust jacket is edge worn with a small chip at top edge of spine. Else good. $22 [452398]


Mattern, Susan P..  __Rome and the Enemy: Imperial Strategy in the Principate__.  California. 1999. Hardcover with dust jacket. 259pp. G/G. Cigar scent, slight foxing. From the personal library of E.P. Sanders, noted biblical scholar, with his blind stamp on half title.  $10  [453264]


Morris, Charles.  __Historical Tales: The Romance of Reality, 13 Vols. (Édition d'Élite)__ . Martin & Hoyt Co. . 1904. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 13volspp. 13 volumes. Some volumes are musty, but have no water damage. Illustrated throughout all volumes. Spines are gold gilt embossed, with gold lettering and decorations. Top edges of leaves are gold gilt as well. All bound in green cloth boards with gilt along spines. All volumes are foxed throughout. Some shaken spines, but not many, and not overly shaken. All boards are still firmly attached and present. A few volumes have split spines, but boards still firmly attached. Board edges are worn, scuffed and bumped. Some small chips along edges. Corners are starting to curl and peel. Spine edges are curling and starting to split. Overall, set is in good condition, accept for being musty.  $52  [451143]


Porphyry; Steven K. Strange, Trans..  __On Aristotle Categories__.  Duckworth.  1992. Hardcover with dust jacket. 185pp. VG/G. Dust jacket spine is faded. Very good otherwise.  $47  [444864]


Rist, J. M. __Stoic Philosophy__.  Cambridge University Press.  1969 Paperback.  300pp. Tidy ink underlining and marginalia throughout. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Spine is creased. Else good.  $8  [449092]

Southern, Pat. __Augustus__.  Routledge.  1998. Hardcover with dust jacket.  271pp. From the personal library of E. P. Sanders, with his library stamp inside. VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Else good.  $5  [452597]

Stahl, H. P. __Thucydides: Man's Place in History__.  Classical Press of Wales.  2003. Hardcover with dust jacket.  248pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn and scuffed. Some curling and bumping along edges and corners. Else good.  $49  [445126]


Traina, Giusto. __428 AD: An Ordinary Year at the End of the Roman Empire__.  Princeton University Press.  2009. Hardcover with dust jacket.  203pp. Heavy pencil markings in preface and introduction; none after. Dust jacket is edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners of dust jacket. Else god. Translated by Allan Cameron.  $11  [445123]


COMMENTARIES- NEW TESTAMENT


Fitzmyer, Joseph A. __AB: Luke, 2 Vols__. Doubleday. 1981. Hardcover with dust jacket. 2 vols pp. Dust jackets are edge worn and badly chipped. Tears along all edges of dust jackets. Spines are faded. Jackets are worn and scuffed all over. $37 [449217]


González, Catherine Gunsalus. __1 & 2 Peter and Jude [Belief: A Theological Commentary on the Bible]__. Westminster John Knox Press. 2010. Hardcover with dust jacket. 242pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly edge worn with some bumping at corners. Else good. $13 [452898]


Thomas, W. H. Griffith. __St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans: A Devotional Commentary__. Eerdmans. 1947. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 464pp. Shaken. Previous owner name on FFEP. Front hinge is very loose, but board is still fully attached. Cloth boards are very worn, scuffed and faded. Corners are bumped. Spine edges are curling. $8 [451032]

Witherington, Ben III. __Conflict and Community in Corinth: A Socio-Rhetorical Commentary on 1 and 2 Corinthians__. Eerdmans. 1995. Paperback. 492pp. Wrappers are slightly worn and scuffed. Some curling at corners. Previous owner library stamp at top edge of leaves. $22 [452648]

COMMENTARIES- OLD TESTAMENT

Cogan, Mordechai and Hayim Tadmor. __AB: II Kings__. Doubleday. 1988. Hardcover with dust jacket. 369pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn with a few small chips. Else good. $18 [451653]


Coleman, John Noble. __Ecclesiastes: A New translation with Notes Explanatory, Illustrative, and Critical (Second Edition, Revised and Enlarged)__. Kessinger. n.d.. Paperback. 83pp. This is a reprint of the 1867 Andrew Elliot edition. Slightly edge worn wrappers. Some curling at corners. Else very good. $8 [451630]

Craigie, Peter C. __NICOT: Deuteronomy__. Eerdmans. 1979. Hardcover with dust jacket. 424pp. Badly cocked spine. Yellow highlighter throughout. Dust jacket is chipped and edge worn. Some tears along edges. Outer edge of front board is badly chipped and torn about halfway up the edge. $8 [449698]

Lawson and Carson. __An Exposition of Ruth and Esther__. Associated Publisher and Authors, Inc.. N.D.. Paperback. 195pp. Slightly edge worn wrappers with some curling along edges and corners. Else good. $8 [451634]


DEVOTIONAL


Avila, Saint Teresa of. __Pater Noster From the Way of Perfection of Saint Teresa of Avila (Special Centenary Edition)__. ICS Publications. 1982. Paperback. 84pp. Wrappers are worn and scuffed. Else good. $11 [449533]

Avila, Saint Teresa of. __Pater Noster From the Way of Perfection of Saint Teresa of Avila (Special Centenary Edition)__. ICS Publications. 1982. Paperback. 84pp. Wrappers are worn and scuffed. Else good. $11 [449534]

Avila, Saint Teresa of. __Pater Noster From the Way of Perfection of Saint Teresa of Avila (Special Centenary Edition)__. ICS Publications. 1982. Paperback. 84pp. Wrappers are worn and scuffed. Else good. $11 [449535]

Avila, Saint Teresa of. __Pater Noster From the Way of Perfection of Saint Teresa of Avila (Special Centenary Edition)__. ICS Publications. 1982. Paperback. 84pp. Wrappers are worn and scuffed. Else good. $11 [449536]

Avila, Saint Teresa of. __Pater Noster From the Way of Perfection of Saint Teresa of Avila (Special Centenary Edition)__. ICS Publications. 1982. Paperback. 84pp. Wrappers are worn and scuffed. Else good. $11 [449537]
Avila, Saint Teresa of. __Pater Noster From the Way of Perfection of Saint Teresa of Avila (Special Centenary Edition)__. ICS Publications. 1982. Paperback. 84pp. Wrappers are worn and scuffed. Else good. $11 [449538]

Avila, Saint Teresa of. __Pater Noster From the Way of Perfection of Saint Teresa of Avila (Special Centenary Edition)__. ICS Publications. 1982. Paperback. 84pp. Wrappers are worn and scuffed. Else good. $11 [449539]


Fawcett, Timothy J.; Smith Baker, Intro. by. __Pressed Flowers From the Holy Land__. Harvey B. Greene. 1903. Paperback. N.D.pp. 12 mo. Wild flowers from Palestine (15 flower); Floral voices from the Bible Land (5 flowers); Flower from the Christ Land (1 flower). Plates and texts on one side of the page, and actual dried floral specimens on the opposite pages. Rope bound wrappers that are slightly worn and scuffed. Ex-library. $11 [449812]

Giles, Mary E.. __The Book of Prayer of Sor María of Santo Domingo__. State University of New York Press. 1990. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 214pp. Ex-library. Else good. $5 [453107]

Greene, Harvey B.; Smith Baker, Intro. by. __Pressed Flowers From the Holy Land__. Harvey B. Greene. 1903. Paperback. N.D.pp. 12 mo. Wild flowers from Palestine (15 flower); Floral voices from the Bible Land (5 flowers); Flower from the Christ Land (1 flower). Plates and texts on one side of the page, and actual dried floral specimens on the opposite pages. Rope bound wrappers that are slightly worn and scuffed. Ex-library. $11 [449812]
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Eissfeldt, Otto. __Kleine Schriften, 4 Vols__. J. C. B. Mohr. 1962. 4 volspp. 4 volume set. Volumes 1 and 2 are hardcover; 3 and 4 are paperbacks. All are faded around edges and at spines. Corners are bumped and curling. Spines are bumped and edge worn. Vol. 3 has mostly uncut leaves, at both sides and top edges. Spine is starting to detach from front wrapper, but is still firmly attached; just a small tear. Overall, good. Just mismatched. $100 [451054]

Fabella, Virginia & Sun Ai Lee Park eds.. __We Dare to Dream: Doing Theology as Asian Women__. Orbis. 1990. Paperback. 156pp. Moderate ink underlining, good otherwise. $10 [450087]


Hauerwas, Stanley. __Dispatches From the Front: Theological Engagements With the Secular__. Duke University Press. 1994. Hardcover with dust jacket. 235pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly edge worn and scuffed. Else good. $5 [452672]


Hepburn, Ronald W. __Christianity and Paradox: Critical Studies in Twentieth-Century Theology__. Watts. 1958. Hardcover with dust jacket. 211pp. From the personal library of Geoffrey Wainwright, signed by him. Dust jacket is edge worn and chipped. Some curling and tearing along all edges. Light and infrequent pencil markings in the margins throughout. $5 [449717]

Herzog, Frederick. __God-Walk: Liberation Shaping Dogmatics__. Orbis Books. 1988. Paperback. 272pp. Wrappers are edge worn and starting to curl at corners. From the personal library of Geoffrey Wainwright, signed by him. $5 [449542]

Hodge, J. Aspinwall. __What is Presbyterian Law as Defined by the Church Courts?__. Presbyterian Board of Publication. 1882. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 545pp. Boards are slightly worn and scuffed. Some curling at corners. Spine edges are chipped and worn. Else good. $22 [452878]


Journet, Monsignor Charles. __The Primacy of Peter: From the Protestant and From the Catholic Point of View__. Newman Press. 1954. Hardcover with dust jacket. 144pp. Previous owner name on FFEP. Dust jacket is chipped and edge worn. Some pieces missing around edges of dust jacket. Some foxing. Ink markings and underlining throughout. $8 [449740]


Küng, Hans and David Tracy, Eds. __Paradigm Change in Theology: A Symposium for the Future__. Crossroad. 1989. Hardcover with dust jacket. 488pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Else good. $22 [452339]


Lindbeck, George A.. __The Nature of Doctrine: Religion and Theology in a Postliberal Age__. Westminster Press. 1984. Hardcover with dust jacket. 142pp. Heavy (in spots) ink underlining and markings throughout. Dust jacket is chipped along edges. Some small pieces missing. Board edges are rubbed as well. $8 [452964]


Manns, Peter and Harding Meyer, Eds.. __Luther's Ecumenical Significance: An Interconfessional Consultation__. Fortress. 1984. Paperback. 288pp. Ink markings through the first few leaves; none elsewhere. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Spine is creased. In collaboration with Carter Lindberg and Harry McSorley/ $5 [449527]


Maurice, Frederick Denison. __Theological Essays__. James Clarke & Co.. 1957. Hardcover with dust jacket. 331pp. G/G. Dust jacket is slightly worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Spine is discolored. Foxed around edges of leaves. $11 [452819]


Meyendorff, John.  __The Orthodox Church: Its Past and Its Role in the World Today__.  Pantheon.  1962.  Hardcover, no dust jacket.  244pp.  Ex-library, shaken.  Otherwise good.  $5  [453541]

Milet, Jean.  __God or Christ? The Excesses of Christocentricity__.  Crossroad.  1981.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  261pp.  VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly edge worn. Some bumping and creasing along corners. Else good.  $5  [451311]


Neusner, Jacob and Bruce D. Chilton, Eds.. _Altruism in World Religions_. Georgetown University Press. 2005. Paperback. 202pp. Previous owner name on cover. Ink underlining and markings all throughout. $5 [449497]


Pringle-Pattison, A. Seth. __The Idea of God in the Light of Recent Philosophy [Gifford Lectures, 1912-1913]__. Oxford University Press. 1920. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 443pp. Infrequent ink markings throughout. Badly shaken with a cocked spine; tender hinges. Boards are slightly edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Rubbed edges that are starting to fray. $5 [452780]


Ramsey, Arthur Michael. __Sacred and Secular: A Study in the Otherworldly and This-worldly Aspects of Christianity [Holland Lectures, 1964]__. Longmans. 1966. Hardcover with dust jacket. 83pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Else good. $5 [449999]


Robinson, John A. T.. __Jesus and His Coming: The Emergence of a Doctrine__. SCM Press. 1957. Hardcover with dust jacket. 192pp. Red pencil or crayon underlining throughout. Dust jacket is edge worn and chipped. Some curling along all edges. Spine is cocked. $5 [452850]


Schillebeeckx, Edward. __I Am a Happy Theologian: Conversations with Francesco Strazzari__. Crossroad. 1994. Paperback. 103pp. Wrappers are gently worn and scuffed. Some curling at edges and corners. Else good. $5 [444944]


Schlette, Heinz Robert. __Towards a Theology of Religions__. Herder / Burns & Oates. 1966. Paperback. 151pp. From the personal library of Geoffrey Wainwright, with his library sticker. Edge worn and scuffed wrappers. Top left corner of back wrapper is badly creased, from having been bent. $5 [449715]


Smith, Elwyn A., Ed. __The Religion of the Republic__. Fortress. 1971. Hardcover with dust jacket. 296pp. VG/G. From the personal library of Geoffrey Wainwright, signed by him. Dust jacket is edge worn and scuffed. Some chipping at spine edges. Else good. $5 [449299]


Torrance, Thomas F. __Theology in Reconciliation: Essays Towards Evangelical and Catholic Unity in East and West__. Eerdmans. 1975. Hardcover with dust jacket. 302pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly worn and scuffed. Some curling along edges and corners. Else good. $76 [451203]


Wall, W. __The History of Infant Baptism, Vol. II Only__. F. C. & J. Rivington; J. Nunn, et al.. 1819. Full leather. 444pp. Full leather boards with some scuffing along edges. Corners are curling and scuffed. Spine is chipped and worn. Front hinge is very weak, and the board is shaken, and only held on by the string binding. $22

Wall, W. __The History of Infant Baptism, Vol. III Only__. F. C. & J. Rivington; J. Nunn, et al.. 1819. Full leather. 391pp. Front board is almost completely detached, being held on by a piece of the string binding. Full leather boards are worn and scuffed. Chipped along edges and spine. Spine is badly chipped, with some pieces missing. Some curling at corners. $27


WORLD RELIGIONS


Buck, William. __Mahabharata__. University of California Press. 1981. Paperback. 417pp. Wrappers are worn and scuffed all over. Some sticker residue on back wrapper. $5 [444117]

Caldarola, Carlo. __Religion and Societies: Asia and the Middle East__. Mouton. 1982. Hardcover with dust jacket. 688pp. G/G. Ex-library, foxing. Lower section of dust jacket sliced away over spine, to expose library label on spine. $22 [453373]

Dutt, Sukumar. __Buddhist Monks and Monasteries of India: Their History and Their Contribution to Indian Culture__. George Allen & Unwin. 1962. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 397pp. Ex-library. Boards are slightly worn and scuffed. Else good. $12 [453178]

Hill, Douglas P., Trans. and Commentary by. __The Bhagavadgita (Second Edition)__. Oxford. 1966. Hardcover with dust jacket. 234pp. Previous owner name on FFEP. Heavy ink underlining and markings; mostly in the first half. Dust jacket is edge worn and chipped. Small tears along all edges and corners. Spine is discolored. $5 [449343]


Showerman, Grant.  ____The Great Mother of the Gods____. Argonaut, Inc.. N.D.. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 113pp. Reprint of 1901 edition. Ex-library. Boards are slightly worn, with what appears to be some water damage to back board. $11 [453041]


Waugh, Earle H.; Baha Abu-Laban and Regula B. Qureshi, Eds..  ____The Muslim Community in North America____. University of Alberta. 1983. Hardcover with dust jacket. 316pp. Upper edge of dust jacket is damp-stained, but not musty. Dust jacket is worn and scuffed. Some creasing along edges and corners. $5 [451330]
